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Contents of Mailing 326:
April 2022

ANZAPA
Order Title Contributor Pages

(Credit)

1 OBO OBE 6
2 Chez Ashby #6 Derrick Ashby 16
3 Quoz #82 Claire Brialey & Mark Plummer 34
4 And So It Goes #26 Garry P. Dalrymple 22 (21)
5 And So It Goes #27 Garry P. Dalrymple 20 (19)
6 The Fiery Participle 18 Leigh Edmonds 22
7 Rhubarb 95 John & Diane Fox 28
8 *brg* 122 Bruce Gillespie 16
9 The Fretful Porpentine 43 David Grigg 22
10 Gaston J. Feeblehare #24 Kim Huett 20 (19)
11 Sketchy 12 Christina Lake 10
12 Kingdom of the Bland Eric Lindsay 20
13 From the Lair of the Lynx #122 LynC 16
14 Crash of the Hard Disk 59 Gary Mason 26
15 Little Blue Number 10 Perry Middlemiss 6
16 Perryscope 19 Perry Middlemiss 20
17 Perryscope 20 Perry Middlemiss 16
18 Perryscope 21 Perry Middlemiss 18 (17)
19 MOZ Thirty-One Murray Moore 10
20 Hold That Tiger! Terry Morris 6 (5)
21 Not Falling, Flying #2 John Newman 8
22 Sparrowgrass & battle-twigs #79 Roman Orszanski 16
23 You Really Know You're Home… #198 Cath Ortlieb 2
24 Not a Knot - The Pedigree Cow Hitch Marc Ortlieb 22
25 From the Threshold #9 Ann Poore 8
26 Debussy #19 Margaret & Bob Riep 8
27 (Book)worm in the Big Apple Lucy Schmeidler 6 (5)
28 Les Chattes Parties 179 Sally Yeoland 10

434 (428)

Supplementary

S01 SF Commentary 108 Bruce Gillespie 80
S02 Ansible 416 Dave Langford / Stewart 2
S03 Ansible 417 Dave Langford / Stewart 2
S04 Ethel 214 Lync 16

A smaller mailing than we’ve been used to recently! But, alas, there are reasons for that...
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ANZAPANS ARE HAVING A VERY TOUGH TIME

The last couple of months have been very rough indeed for a
number of our members, I’m afraid.

Very sad news from Derrick advising us of the death of Christine
Ashby last week. You’ll find Derrick’s account and a number of
tributes to her within the mailing.

Claire let me know about Mark’s father dying just a few days ago.
Bruce has tested positive for COVID, I haven’t heard how he’s doing.
Ex-Anzapan Carey Handfield broke four ribs in a fall last month.

And then of course there’s...

JACK HERMAN

Jack won’t be able to contribute this mailing due to his recent heart
attack and medical procedures to deal with it, but he has asked me
to share this with you:

For your information and that of ANZAPA members.

I am back home after a third, and I hope final, procedure at
Sutherland Hospital. On Monday I had a third stent inserted by
angiogram, this one in the main artery that they couldn’t properly
deal with immediately after my heart attack. The procedure ent well
but I developed a post- operation infection and had some blood in my
bladder, bother of which caused some concern, so I had to spend an
extra night in hospital and was put on a regimen on anti-biotics.

I’m now feeling reasonably good and should how be on the road to a
full recovery, dependent on how much damage was done to the heart
muscle during the heart attack. This and other matters will be dealt
with by a cardiologist (the surgeon who did the three procedures)
starting in late May.

The wound to my head is healing well and should leave a nice clean
scar above my right eye. The eye has been passed fit by the
ophthalmologist, so that’s good. I will be consulting a neurologist in
May to assess if there was any damage to the brain arising from this
incident (so many specialists are now on my horizon).

I will not be contributing to the April ANZAPA for obvious reasons but
hope to be back on board by June. I am clearly in no position to act as
Emergency Editor should one be needed this month.

Gary Mason has kindly agreed to act as Emergency Emergency
Editor for the time being.

Please, ANZAPAns, be careful out there and look after your health,
both physical and mental. We can’t afford to lose any more of you!

Official Bloody Editor:
David Grigg

President:
Claire Brialey

Emergency Editor:
Jack Herman

Emergency Emergency
Editor:
Gary Mason

Mailing address:

Email:

Website:
https://anzapa.org

Cover of this OBO:

“The Naturalist”
by Carl Spitzweg (1808-1885)

Next mailing deadline: 11:59 pm AEDT
on Friday, 10 June 2022

Overseas members should probably aim to upload by midnight
Thursday their time.

Upload your files to https://bit.ly/anzapa-uploads.
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Membership of ANZAPA as at 8 April 2022

Order Name Address Pages Due

1 Derrick Ashby 6 pp Oct-22

2 Claire Brialey &
Mark Plummer

6 pp Oct-22

3 Garry P. Dalrymple 6 pp Oct-22

4 Leigh Edmonds 6 pp Oct-22

5 John & Diane Fox 6 pp Oct-22

6 Bruce Gillespie 6 pp Oct-22

8 David Grigg 6 pp Oct-22

9 Jack R. Herman 6 pp Aug-22

10 Kim Huett 6 pp Oct-22

11 Christina Lake 6 pp Oct-22

12 Eric Lindsay &
Jean Weber

6 pp Oct-22

13 LynC 6 pp Oct-22

14 Gary Mason 6 pp Oct-22

15 Perry Middlemiss 6 pp Oct-22

16 Murray Moore 6 pp Oct-22
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17 Terry Morris 1 pp Aug-22

18 John Newman 6 pp Oct-22

19 Roman Orszanski 6 pp Oct-22

20 Marc & Cath Ortlieb 6 pp Oct-22

21 Ann Poore 6 pp Oct-22

22 Margaret & Bob Riep 6 pp Oct-22

23 Lucy Schmeidler 1 pp Jun-22

24 Gerald Smith 6 pp Jun-22

25 Alan Stewart 6 pp Aug-22

26 R-Laurraine Tutihasi 6 pp Aug-22

27 Sally Yeoland 6 pp Oct-22

ODD PAGE COUNTS AND BLANK PAGES

If you read The Fretful Porpentine this mailing
you’ll see that I’ve come up with a clever way of
automatically inserting blank pages where
necessary to even up contributions with an odd
number of pages. The good news for you is you
don’t need to include a blank (or minimal
content) page yourself at the end of your PDF.
Leave that to me.

COLOURED BACKGROUNDS

Thank you to those members who like to use
coloured backgrounds to their contributions for
supplying versions without the backgrounds this
time to make them easier to print.

OUTLINE REPLACES BOOKMARKS

Because I now have software to automate it,
the “whole mailing” PDF includes a table of
contents in the form of an “outline”. How you
get to view and use this will probably depend on
your PDF reader software. Since I’m on a Mac, I
don’t know how this works on a Windows
system and would welcome any feedback.

Balance from February mailing $463.21
Interest: $0.78
Balance carried forward: $463.99

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Nothing spent this time around.
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The Australian and New Zealand Amateur
Publishing Association (“ANZAPA” or “the
APA”) is an organisation which was estab-
lished in 1968 by Australian comics and
science fiction fans. It publishes a bi-
monthly compilation (“a mailing”) of
amateur magazines or fanzines.

It consists of up to thirty persons or couples,
who pay an appropriate fee and contribute
to the next available mailing. If there are no
vacancies, applicants are placed on a waiting
list and invited to join when there is a
vacancy.

The APA is run by an Official Bloody Editor
(“the OBE”) elected from amongst the
members when there is a vacancy. The OBE
will ensure the collection of zines by the
tenth day of each even-numbered month,
and their distribution to all members as soon
thereafter as is practical, including an Offi-
cial Organ, which includes a list of the
contents, a membership roster, and a finan-
cial statement, and annually this constitu-
tion. The zines shall be in a medium
determined by the OBE, who shall also
ensure the maintenance of an archive of all
distributions, collect annual fees (due with
each August mailing and sufficient to meet
the APA’s projected annual costs), and main-
tain the APA’s finances. The OBE may
appoint an Emergency Editor to perform any
of the OBE’s duties, and other such assis-
tants as may be required.

To retain membership, a member must
contribute a minimum of six A4 pages (or
close equivalent) of self-written material
every six months. The material should be
original and be primarily intended for publi-
cation in ANZAPA. What counts as accept-
able material for the purposes of minac is at
the OBE’s discretion.

A President shall be elected annually by
means of a popularity poll (“the Anza-
popoll”), distributed with the August
mailing. The President’s duties shall be to
organise the following poll and ‘encourager
les autres’.

This Constitution can be amended only by a
positive vote of at least 75% of the ballots
received by the OBE after the following

procedure: proposals in writing, endorsed by
three members, must be sent to the OBE,
who will publish them in the following Offi-
cial Organ; in the second mailing after the
proposal’s receipt, the OBE shall distribute a
ballot, with a specified closing date.

Special Rules may be adopted from time to
time, at the OBE’s discretion, unless a major-
ity of members oppose the proposed rule
within twenty eight days of its distribution.

ANZAPA CONSTITUTION


